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PREFACE 


Ever since he discovered future for himself, man is tossed about between the ScyUa and 
Charybdis of despair and hope, His desp.alr fed on failures, on hopes unrealized , or 
realized in unwanted. therefore, apparently mysterious ways, His hopes got justification 
from the encouraging successes and victories he achieved from time to time in his struggle 
fo r the conquest of the future. 

Man has learnt to grasp the future , for his hopes urge him to do that , and h. is capable 
of hope, because he is able to get all insight into future possibllities. Yet hope itself does 
not fill our image formed on the future with rational content. There is a long, and by no 
means easy way to go from the desired to the possible future , and from that to the 
realized one, 

We live in a world, where not only the good, but also the bad things may become 
realized. Good things awaken hope in us, yet, at the same time they caution us to b~ 
vjgilant. Success and the prevention of failure demand conscious efforts , a strong sense of 
responsibility, determination, readiness for action from all, who commit themselves to 
future research serving the survival and progress of mankind, 

The authors of this volume, representatives of most diverse fields of research , have all 
been contributing to the development of Hungarian future research from its beginnings, 
With hardly fifteen years of experience behind them, they considered the time ripe for 
introducing themselves, as a collective of authors , to the English·speaking world . In their 
studies, they publish the results of their research , their ideas. hyp·otheses about the near 
and distant future, perspecti"es of the world and of Hungary. They give an account of 
perspectives, development trends, perils to be reckoned with on the basis of past and 
present experiences, and of the most urgent tasks to be dealt with in the interest of 
optimally influencing our future. 

The studies of this volume were selected with the aim of gi,ing the best possible 
insight for the English reader into the workshops of Hungarian future researchers, and of 
ghing as reliable a picture as possible about current prognostic activity in Hungary, 

The title of the volume Future Research in Hungary indicates that also some features 
of tomorrow·s Hungary will be presented, The contributors as responsible and dedicated 
persons, who do everything within their power to bring this future within reachable 
nearness, take· a stand in favour of a progressive, humane future . 
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